
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
DISTRICT OF MINNESOTA

Case No.:  17-CR-107 (16) DWF/TNL

___________________________________

United States of America,

Plaintiff,
 MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF

v. DEFENDANT RUTTANAMONGKONGUL’S
MOTION FOR JUDGMENT OF ACQUITTAL

Thoucharin Ruttanamongkongul (16),

Defendant.
____________________________________

INTRODUCTION

On December 13, 2018, following fourteen full days of testimony, the jury returned

guilty verdicts against all five defendants on every single count.  The jury reached the verdicts in

less than one day of deliberations.  From a bird’s eye view, one would surmise the government’s

case was overwhelmingly strong and unimpeachable, and equally so against each individual

defendant.  From the view of someone who sat through the trial and listened to the witness’

testimony, heard their answers, observed their demeanor, and reviewed the documentary

evidence admitted at trial, a bird’s eye view is highly misleading.  This is especially true as to

Ms. Ruttanamongkongul.  There was simply no way to interpret the facts, or to justify an

inference from the facts that Ms. Ruttanamongkongul voluntarily and intentionally joined an

agreement to use force, threats of force, fraud or coercion to compel a person to engage in a

commercial sex act.  There was a real disconnect between the evidence the jury heard and the

conclusion it reached.  Because the trial evidence was insufficient to convict her of conspiracy to

commit sex trafficking, this court must vacate the jury’s verdict on Count I and enter an

acquittal.
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ARGUMENT

Rule 29(a) of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure provides that the court “must enter

a judgment of acquittal of any offense for which the evidence is insufficient to sustain a

conviction.”  (emphasis added).  This standard applies whether a timely motion is made before or

after a jury verdict. See Rule 29(c); United States v. Espinoza, 885 F.3d 516, 520 (8th Cir. 2018).

“The court reviewing the sufficiency of the evidence, whether it be the trial or appellate court,”

applies a standard of review deferential to the jury’s verdict. United States v. Lincoln, 630 F.2d

1313, 1316 (8th Cir. 1980).  The verdict will be upheld “if there is any interpretation of the

evidence that could lead a reasonable-minded jury to find the defendant guilty beyond a

reasonable doubt.” Espinoza, 885 F.3d at 520.  Although the court’s review may include those

reasonable inferences that may be drawn from the evidence, the court (or the jury) is not free to

engage in conjecture or speculation. United States v. Hernandez, 301 F.3d 886, 889 (“mere

conjecture is not enough to overcome the burden of reasonable doubt.”).

To prove a conspiracy to commit a sex trafficking crime under 18 U.S.C. § 1591(a), the

government must prove beyond a reasonable doubt: 1) an agreement to commit sex trafficking

by force, threats of force, fraud or coercion; 2) that Ms. Ruttanamongkongul intentionally joined

the agreement; 3) that she knew the purpose of the agreement at the time she joined; and 4) that a

co-conspirator took some act for the purpose of carrying out the agreement.1

Reviewing the evidence in the light most favorable to the verdict, the evidence at trial

concerning Ms. Ruttanamongkongul disclosed the following:  Agent Tschida testified that as part

of the investigation into the alleged conspiracy the government secured the cell phone Ms.

Ruttanamongkongul was using at the time of her arrest in May 2017.  Agent Tschida testified

that by the time of her arrest the government knew Ms. Ruttanamongkongul had been “out of the

1  These elements are taken from the Instructions given to the jury at trial.
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business” for quite a while.  An extraction from her phone revealed an old email address:

cutiekate94@hotmail.com.  Through the email address, the government was able to connect Ms.

Ruttanamongkongul to Wilaiwan Phimkhalee (a/k/a Pim), who the government alleged to be

“house boss” in Chicago.  The government introduced approximately 21 emails exchanged over

the course of a two year period, the vast majority of which were escort photos Ms. Phimkhalee

sent to Ms. Ruttanamongkongul.2  Unlike the electronic devices examined from some of the

other defendants, Ms. Ruttanamongkongul’s phone had not a single piece of evidence revealing

interactions with sex buyers, communications with sex workers, information about travel

arrangements, hotel reservations, money transfers, or websites associated with commercial sex.

There was similarly no evidence Ms. Ruttanamongkongul had communicated with or even knew

her co-defendants, or critically, that she ever contacted or communicated or coordinated for any

reason with anyone in Thailand who the government identified as “Ma Tac”.

The government also called Manuel Guzman to testify that Ms. Ruttanamongkongul

asked him to sign leases for two apartments at two separate buildings in Chicago, which he

believed were used for prostitution.  She paid him $200 a month for the service.  Mr. Guzman

testified he had little knowledge about the women who stayed in the apartments or what was

happening at the apartments day-to-day.  He testified he had little interaction with Ms.

Ruttanamongkongul other than to discuss rent payment.  He testified the lease on the Dearborn

Street apartment, the last lease he signed, ended early in July 2015.  He testified he last saw Ms.

Ruttanamongkongul at a train station near Wrigley Field.  The last he heard of her was that she

had opened a restaurant in the Chicago area.

2 There was also one email that cooperating defendant Pantila Rodphokha sent to Ms.
Ruttanamongkongul.  The email had no written content or attachments.
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The government also called Pantila Rodphokha (a/k/a Noon).  Noon lived and worked in

Chicago.  She testified she leased apartments which she used for prostitution.  She testified she

also held debt of some of the women who worked in her apartments.  In October 2016, she was

arrested.  She thereafter pleaded guilty to conspiracy to commit sex trafficking and money

laundering and agreed to cooperate in the hopes of a reduced sentence.

Noon testified she got involved in the business after meeting a woman named “O” who

offered her $10 per call to answer calls from potential sex buyers.  She testified she met Ms.

Ruttanamongkongul “before I came in this business.”3  She specifically testified that she never

partnered with Ms. Ruttanamongkongul, and that after O returned to Thailand, Ms.

Ruttanamongkongul “opened her own house.”  (Tr. pp. 38-39, 133).  Noon said that after she

came into the business she barely spoke to Ms. Ruttanamongkongul.  She testified, “[i]t was like

we hardly talked.  We didn’t talk at all.”  (Tr. p. 39).  When asked to describe her relationship to

other so-called house bosses in Chicago, Noon testified “[m]ost of the time I didn’t talk to

anyone.” (Tr. p. 40).

Noon said she thought Ms. Ruttanamongkongul and Pim were friends and that “[a]s far

as I know, [Ms. Ruttanamongkongul] picked up the phone for Pim for some period while Pim

went to beauty school.” (Tr. p. 43).  This testimony appears consistent with the escort photos Pim

sent to Ms. Ruttanamongkongul, and further consistent with Investigator Baker’s testimony that

escort photos like these would often be used to advertise on-line for commercial sex buyers.  The

exchange of escort photos reflect activity associated with prostitution but says nothing about

whether Ms. Ruttanamongkongul intentionally joined an agreement with the knowledge that

force, threats of force, fraud or coercion would be used to compel anyone to engage in

commercial sex work.

3  Transcript of Noon’s testimony, p. 38, hereinafter “Tr. p__”.
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Noon also testified a working girl under debt named Karn went to Ms.

Ruttanamongkongul’s apartment to work but she “didn’t sen[d] Karn” to her house, and that

“I’m not sure how she contacted her...”  (Tr. p. 74).  She assumed Karn booked her own schedule

with Ms. Ruttanamongkongul.  (Id.)  Noon further testified “as far as I heard” a woman named

Soysuda worked at one of Ms. Ruttanamongkongul’s apartments while under debt.  (Tr. p. 173).

She also named several other women who went to Ms. Ruttanamongkongul’s apartments but she

didn’t say if they had debt or were independent “working girls”.  (Id.)  The jury did not hear

from Karn or Soysuda, or any of the other women Noon referenced.  Importantly, there was no

testimony from Noon that Ms. Ruttanamongkongul was aware or knew that the women who

worked at her house had debt or what the terms of the debt may have been.  Unlike the other

defendants, there was no evidence Ms. Ruttanamongkongul had actual knowledge of the debt,

nor was there evidence reasonable inferable of that fact.  Indeed, no cooperating defendant or

other fact witness testified that Ms. Ruttanamongkongul had actual knowledge of the debt or that

she was aware others held debt.  The jury could only speculate about that.

Additionally, the government presented absolutely no evidence that Ms.

Ruttanamongkongul knew or was aware what people in Thailand were telling women who

contracted to come to the United States about the debt or anything else.  The jury similarly did

not hear from any of the women who may have worked at Ms. Ruttanamongkongul’s apartments.

There was no evidence to suggest what they knew, or what they were told in Thailand, or what

their expectations were.  There was no evidence to show what their financial arrangements were,

if any.  There was no evidence to demonstrate their freedom of movement (or lack thereof) or

their ability to choose their customers or to decide what they did or didn’t do with their

customers within the apartment.
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Similarly there was no evidence presented that Ms. Ruttanamongkongul sought to isolate

women, or that she knew of any attempts of others to isolate anyone.  There was no evidence that

she held debt herself or that she held anybody’s passport.  There was no evidence that she

threatened or manipulated anyone or was aware that anyone else threatened or manipulated

anyone in the United States or in Thailand.  There was no evidence that she engaged in, or was

aware of others who engaged in visa fraud. There was no evidence that Ms. Ruttanamongkongul

used force, threats of force, fraud or coercion in any way whatsoever, or that she was aware

anyone else did.  Again, the jury was left to speculate.

When viewed in its entirety, the government’s evidence “has not transcended the realm of

speculation to the realm of certainty beyond a reasonable doubt.” United States v. Hernandez,

301 F.3d at 893. See also United States v. Zitlalpopoca-Hernandez, 495 Fed. Appx. 833, 835 (9th

Cir. 2012) (reversing conviction because there was insufficient evidence for the jury to find

beyond a reasonable doubt that defendant committed sex trafficking by force, fraud or coercion

in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 1591(a)) (attached).  At most, there was evidence that Ms.

Ruttanamongkongul was engaged in prostitution but any inference she was part of a conspiracy

to engage in sex trafficking by force, threats of force, fraud or coercion does not rise above mere

speculation and conjecture.  The government did not, and cannot show more.

CONCLUSION

For the reasons set forth above, Ms. Ruttanamongkongul respectfully urges this court to

vacate the jury’s verdict on Count I and enter a judgment of acquittal.
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MESHBESHER & SPENCE, LTD.

Dated: December 26, 2018 By:_/s/ Daniel Guerrero______________
       Daniel Guerrero, #206040
       1616 Park Avenue
       Minneapolis, MN  55404
       612-339-9121 (ph)
       612-339-9188 (fax)

ATTORNEYS FOR DEFENDANT
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